[Rate of DNA replication and size of replicons in human diploid cells].
The rate of DNA replication and the distances between initiation sites (size of replicons) have been studied in human cultured fibroblasts. The modified Huberman and Riggs technique of DNA fiber autoradiography has been used: the pulse-labelled regions were analysed in DNA fibers preliminarily labelled along the whole length. This enabled us: a) to analyse the arrangement of replicons along the length of labelled DNA fibers with the lengths of 200-750 micron, reaching 2700 micron in some cases; b) to select only single DNA molecules for the analysis. This technique decreases the danger of a mistake when minor labelled regions belonging to different DNA molecules are referred to the same one. The rate of DNA replication varies from 0.2 to 1.2 micron/min, the average of 0.6 micron/min. This conforms with findings of other authors. The distances between initiation sites vary from 15 to 140 micron with the modal interval of 50-60 micron. This value is twice higher than those obtained by other authors. The possible reasons for such difference are discussed.